
PEN PLATER PRO

SKU: 1131

Pen Plater Pro from Durston, This Professional
Pen Plating System can be used with a wide
range of metals including, silver, gold and
platinum, also copper, brass, aluminium and
many other metals will get perfect plating
results. Our dual output system allows up to two
pens to be connected at the same time with
independently controlled voltages, perfect for
working with two different solutions and different
materials. Includes one pen, additional pen and
extra tips can be purchased separately if
required.

Professional Pen Plating System
Dual output system with fully adjustable
voltage
2.2v - 17.7v voltage range
2 channel, independently operated pen
system
Inverted voltage display for increased
visibility
Quick and easy setup

Pen Plater Pro included in the box

1 x Pen Plater Unit
1  x Pen and lead
1 x Alligator Clip and lead
1 x Pen Tip Puller
4 x Double Ended Pen Tips
Power Supply Lead

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION



Pen Plater Pro from Durston, This Professional Pen Plating System can be used with a wide range of metals
including, silver, gold and platinum, also copper, brass, aluminium and many other metals will get perfect
plating results. Our dual output system allows up to two pens to be connected at the same time with
independently controlled voltages, perfect for working with 2 different solutions and different materials.

Includes one ergonomically designed pen (additional pen is available separately) the unit can run two pens at
the same time with independent voltage control, included 4 double ended tips, tips are reversible for fine or
general work. We recommend using a dedicated pen / tip for each solution type to avoid mixing and
contaminating your solution.

Pen Length inc tip and cable connector: 150mm

Pen Plater Unit Dimensions: 151mm x 67mm x 63mm

Cable / Lead Lengths: 950mm

12 month warranty.


